Wrist InstrumentOpensNewDimension
in PersonalInformation
It'sa digitalelectronicwristwatch,a personalcalculator,an
atimer,anda200-yearcalendar,
alarmclock,astopwatch,
and its functionscan interactto producepreviously
unavailableresu/fs.
by Andr6 F. Marion,EdwardA. Heinsen,RobertChin, and
BennleE. Helmso

HE CONCEPTOF A COMBINEDwristwatch and
calculator is a natural outgrowth of today's digital watch and pocket calculator technologies. However, merely putting these two functions into one
small casedoes not add significantly to the capabilities already available to
the consumer. Only when
the time and computation
functions are allowed to
interact freely can the full
potential of the combination be realized and significant new capabilities
be made available.
It is this interaction,
along with state-of-the-art
watch and calculator
technologies,that provide
the wearer of the HP-01
Wrist Instrument with information that was previously unavailable, and
makes the HP-01. after a
brief experience with it,
moie difficult to do without than it might at first
appear.
The six-ounce HP-01 is
the first of a new generation of wrist instruments.
It has six interactive functions: time, alarm, timer/
stopwatch, date/calendar,
calculator, and memory. It has 28 keys, six fingeroperated and 22 operated by a stylus fitted in the
watchband clasp, and twelve display modes or indicators. The HP-01 also comes with a pen that has a
special stylus tip for operating the keyboard.
The HP-01's features are made possible by an advanced low-power microprocessorthat contains the
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equivalent of about 38,000 transistors. Extremely
low-power circuits had to be developed to achieve a
power consumption four ordersof magnitude smaller
than that of the HP-35,1Hewlett-Packard's first pocket calculator. The HP-O1'saveragepower dissipation
is 20 microwatts with the
display off and 36 milliwatts with the display on.
Another formidable design challenge was the
packaging of six integrated
circuits, the display, keys,
and buzzer in a volume of
about 16 cm3(1in3).
Data Entry
The HP-01 permits keyboard entry of four intrinsically different kinds of
data: decimal, time of day,
time interval, and date.
This is accomplishedwith
three keys: the decimal
point (.),the colon (J, and
the slash (t)
Decimal numbers are
entered in much the same
way as on any calculator.
Up to seven digits plus
decimal point and sign
may be entered.A number
is assumed to be decimal
even though the decimal
point has not been explicitly enteredunless and until
a colon or slashis enteredin the display. The HP-01is
not a scientific calculator, so there is no enterexponent key. The range of decimal numbers that can
be enteredfrom the keyboardis .0000001to 9999999.,
but display of results coversa greaterrange (this will
be describedshortly). Entry of leading zerosor multi-
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ple decimal points is ignored. When the display is
full, further entries are ignored.
The colon is used to enter time interval data. The
rangeof time entry is .01 seconds(00:00.01)to 99999
hours, 59 minutes (99999:59).Becauseof the limited
length of the display, this is split into three ranges.If
more than five digits are enteredfirst, the number is
clearly out of range for time entry and therefore is
assumed to be decimal; the colon key is ignored. If
from three to five digits are enteredand the colon key
is pressed,the display format is HHHHH:MM where
H stands for hours digits and M stands for minutes
digits. Leading zeros are blanked. If the colon is the
first key pressed,or if one or two digits are entered
before the colon key is pressed,the display may be
either HH:MM:SS (where S standsfor secondsdigits)
or MM:SS.CC(where C standsfor hundredths of seconds digits). In thesetwo rangesall leading zerosare
displayed. After the colon, the next field is entered
and then either the colon or the decimal point is
pressed.If the colon is pressed,the first two fields are
assumedto be HH:MM; if the decimal point is pressed,they are MM:SS. If the entry is terminated before
pressingthe secondcolon or decimalpoint, the colon
(HH:MM:SS)is assumed.
Digit entry in fields after a colon is slightly different
from the normal sequential entry of a decimal
number. Digits (including the first digit) are entered
in the right side of the two-digit field. As other digits
take their place, they shift to the left and then disappear.In this way only the last two digits pressedafter
a colon are significant; for example,the sameresults
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will be obtained with the key sequence:s 2 6 3 s 4 2
as with the sequencei 4 2, This permits easy error
correctionwithout clearing and re-enteringthe whole
number. After pressing the decimal point in the
MM:SS.CCrange, normal sequential entry resumes.
In this range,when the display is full, further entries
are ignored: in the other two ranges,even though the
display is full, entry can continue in the last field as
described above. After the entry is terminated, the
minutes and seconds digits must be less than 60,
otherwise the display flashes, indicating an error.
Fields in which no entry is made are assumedto be
zeto,
The HP-01 allows entry of dateswith the slashkey.
If more than two digits are enteredbeforepressingthe
slash,the number is obviously out of range and must
be either a time or decimal entry, so the slash is
ignored. If two or fewer digits are entered and the
slash is pressed, the digits are assumed to be the
number of the month and the slash is entered in the
display (the slash appearsas a dash in the display).
Then the day is entered, the slash is pressedagain,
and the year is entered. Digits in the day and year
fields enter the display like digits after the colon as
describedabove,so that only the last two are significant. A single leading zero is blanked if present.If no
digits are entered in any given field, it is assumedto
be zero (notethat this is an error in the month and day
fields). When the entry is terminated, if the month or
day fields are zero,or if the month field is greaterthan
72, or if the day field is greaterthan 31, the display
flashes,indicating an error. If the day is greaterthan
the number of days in the month (but not greaterthan
31), the date is automatically adjusted.For example,
when terminated,2-30-75will become3-2-75.
Obviously erroneous entries, such as colons or
slashes after a decimal point, colons after a slash,
slashesafter a colon, and so on, are ignored.
To enter negative decimal numbers and negative
time intervals, the changesign function is used. This
function is accessedby pressingthe prefix key (,1)and
the subtract key (-). If the display shows time of day
or date data, change sign is ignored.
Dlsplay
To conserve battery power the display automatically turns off after a fixed period of time. Because
only a quick glance is necessaryto see the time, the
watch register is displayed for two to three seconds
only. Any other display exceptthe stopwatchremains
visible for six to sevenseconds.When displaying the
stopwatch, the display remains on. The n key will
turn the display on at any time.
The display has nine full digit positions so that a
fixed-point decimal number with seven digits, a decimal point, and possibly a leading minus sign canbe
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the HP-01. The two read-only memories (ROMs), the arithmetic and
register circuit,the clock and display circuit, and the controland timing circuit are all complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) integrated circuits. The display driver is a bipolar
integrctedcircuit.

displayed. If a result is greaterthan or equal to 107or
less than 10-4, the display automatically shifts to
scientific notation. In scientific notation, the display
accommodatesfour mantissa digits, decimal point,
and sign, and two exponent digits and exponent sign.
This makesit possibleto presentresults from 10-eeto
9.999 x 10ee.
Time-of-day datais createdwhen time interval data
is stored into the watch or alarm register,or when the
AIWPM function is used.Time of day is displayed in a
slightly different way from the HH:MM:SS time interval format. First, all the digits are shifted left one
position (there is no negative time of day, so there is
no need for the leading minus sign), and the second
colon is blanked. A blank in the last digit indicates
AM, a decimal point indicatesPM. Thus, elevenPM is
displayed 11:0000., while elevenAM doesnot have
the trailing decimal point.
The HP-01 can display the time of day in either
twelve-hour or twenty-four-hour mode. The display
for twenty-four-hour mode is the sameas for twelvehour mode except that the last digit is always blank
becausethere is no need for a PM indicator. When the
power is turned on (only when the processorbattery
is replaced), the HP-01 wakes up in twelve-hour
mode. The calculator can be changedfrom one mode
to the other by pressing the prefix key (a) and the

decimal point key (.).To prevent inadvertent change,
this sequenceis ignored unless time-of-day data is
being displayed.
In twelve hour time-of-day mode, PM times of day
are entered using the PM key (p). When the display
contains a time interval, pressing the p key changes
the format to a time-of-day format and the PM indication (decimal point in the last digit position) is added.
The key sequencer p changesa PM time of day into
an AM time by eliminating the decimal point.
The display format for dates is MM-DD-YY where
M stands for the month digits, D stands for the day
digits, and Y standsfor the last two digits of the year.
This is fine for twentieth century dates,but the HP-O1
can handle dates from fanuary 1, 1900 to December
31, 2099. Twenty-first century dates are displayed
like twentieth century dates except that a decimal
point in the last position servesas a twenty-first century indicator. Thus, October 78, 1975 is displayed
70-18-75,while 10-78-75.represents October 18,
2075.
Most people in the U.S.A. prefer the month, day,
year date mode. This is by no meansuniversal, however,so the HP-01also providesthe day, month, year
mode. In either mode, the other mode may be selected
by pressing the prefix key (,r) and the decimal point
key (").Onceagain,to preventaccidentalchange,this
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sequence is ignored unless date data is being displayed.
To enter dates in the twenty-first century, the sequence
is used. A twenty-first century date is
keyed in exactly as a twentieth-century date, and then
is pressed.
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Second Operand
An Algebraic Calculator
The HP-01 is a calculator that has some new features and functions, including a watch function, an
alarm, a calendar and date, and a stopwatch and
timer. The HP-O1is the first portable Hewlett-Packard
calculator to be implemented as an algebraic
machine.
In an algebraic calculator, key sequences proceed
much as one would write the problem on paper. The
first operand is entered, this entry is terminated by
pressing one ofthe four operator keys ( ,
), the
second operand is then entered, and the calculation is
performed and displayed by pressing the equals key.
Special features found on many four-function calculators, including automatic squaring and doubling
and automatic constant, are also features of the HP-Of ,
A summary of HP-01 operation is as follows (X, Y,
and F are internal registers; the X register is shown in
the display):
When an operator key is pressed,
If the previous entry is a keyed-in number, it is terminated.
If the previous entry was the second operand, it is
stored in the Y register and an automatic equals
operation is performed (see below).
If the previous entry was the first operand, it is
stored in the X register.
The operator ( ,
) is stored in the F register.
The data in the X register is copied into the Y
register.
The following entry (if there is one) will be the
second operand and will overwrite the Y register.
When the equals key is pressed,
The arithmetic operation X(F)Y is performed and
the result placed in the X register.
The operator (F register) and the second operand
(Y register) are left undisturbed.
The following entry (if there is one) will be the first
operand and will go into the X register.
Since all four types of data can be used in arithmetic
calculations, some rules have been established that
define the data type of a result, given the types of the
operands. These rules are summarized in the following table. D stands for date data, t stands for time
interval data, T stands for time-of-day data, d stands
for decimal data, and E stands for error. For example,
when a time of day (T) is added to a time interval (t),
the result is a time of day (T). The entries for this
example are shown in color in the table.
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An error is indicated by a flashing display. A decimal number used in time computations is assumed to
be a decimal number of hours; in date computations,
it is a decimal number of days.
If an operation causes date overflow or underflow,
the largest date (12-31-99.)or the smallest date [1-0100) is displayed and the display flashes.
The Watch Function
The HP-01 also has a peripheral register, the watch
register. Once it is set properly, it always contains the
current time of day. One can recall and view the time
of day at any time by pressing the time ( ) key. The
HP-01 continuously updates the display as the seconds tick off.
To set the HP-01 to the correct time, the user enters
the proper time into the display (from 1:00:00 to
1 2 : 5 9 : 5 9i n 1 Z - h o u rm o d e , o r f r o m 0 : 0 0 : 0 0t o 2 3 : 5 9 : 5 9
in 24-hour mode), enters AM or PM in 12-hour mode,
and presses the prefix key ( .) and the time key ( ).
When the time key is pressed, the time is loaded into
the watch register and the seconds begin to increment.
Travelers often change time zones. A special key
sequence corrects the HP-01 display without reset-

Fig.2. All of the integrated circuits and three dtscrete components for the oscillator are combined in a hybrid circuit on a
five-laver ceramic substrate.

ting the watch. The sequenceis as follows:
T + (entry) A T or T -

(entry) A T.

The entry is typically a time interval, but a decimal
number of hours may be used (e.g.,T + 3 A r). When
the final r key is pressed,the given operation is performed and the result, modulo 24 hours, is loaded
into the watch register and displayed. If the result
causesan increment or decrementpast midnight, the
date register is automatically adjusted.For example,
if r + aa a r is keyed in, the time remains the same,
but the date register contains the date two days from
now,
The current time of day may be used as an operand
in many arithmetic operations.It is important to remember that the time of day used in the operation is
the actualtime of day whenthe = keyis pressed,that
is, when the operation is actually performed, not the
time of day when the =key is pressed.In other words,
thesequencer + 3 - givesadifferentanswerfrom
the sequencer + 3 (10 minute wait) - . The sameis
true if the stopwatchregisteris running and is used in
a calculation. The value used is the value when the
operation is actually performed.
The DateFunction
Another special HP-01 register is used to keep the
current date. To recall the date, the user simply pressesthe date (o) key. To set the date,the user entersthe
date and pressesa o. The date register works in conjunction with the watch register;eachtime the watch
register increments past midnight, the date is incremented.The HP-01 has a built-in 200-yearcalendar (fanuary1, 1900to December31, 2099)that takes
care of leap years and different lengths of months
automatically, so the only time the date needs to be
reset is when the processorbattery is changed.
The Alarm Function
The alarm register contains a fixed time of day.
When the alarm is armed, this time of day is constantly comparedto the value in the watch register.If
the two become equal, the buzzer sounds. To recall
and view the time of day in the alarm register,the user
simply pressesthe alarm key (n).
The trailing digit position in the display contains a
dash to indicate that the alarm is set.When the alarm
is triggered and the buzzer sounds, the alarm is disabled and the dash disappears.To set the alarm, the
user enters the desired time, then pressesA A, To
changefrom one alarm stateto the other, the user first
displays the alarm by pressing A, then pressesA A.
The alarm cannot be set for a specific date; it triggers
the first time a match occurs.
It is sometimesdesirableto use the alarm asa timer.
To do this the key sequenceis:
T+(entry)AA

To set the alarm to go off ten minutes from now, one

would perform the sequence r + :10 A A, The tenminute interval begins at the moment the a key is
pressed. The sequence T - (enrry)A A can also be
used, but is probably not useful. This sequenceis
identical to that for the watch offset,but the result is
loaded into the alarm register only and the date is not
affected.
The Stopwatchand Timer
A special register serves both a stopwatch and a
timer function. To display the contents of the stopwatch, one pressesthe stopwatch or interval key (s).
Since this register may be continually changing, the
display is constantly updated. To load the stopwatch,
the user entersthe desiredtime interval (lessthan 100
hours) and pressesa s. Attempting to load date or
decimal data other than zero into the stopwatch
causesan error indication. If the stopwatch holds a
number lessthan one hour, the display is MM:SS.CC;
if the stopwatch contents are greaterthan or equal to
one hour, the format is HH:MM:SS.
When displaying the stopwatch, pressing the
stopwatch button again will start it running. If the
stopwatch is displayed and running, pressing the
stopwatch key again will stop it. Pressing g when
the stopwatch is not being displayed simply recalls it,
without modifying the run/stop state of the register.
If the stopwatch is initially loaded with zero and
then started,it increments every hundredth of a second, functioning as a stopwatch. If loaded with some
non-zero time interval and then started, the stopwatch counts down. When it reacheszero,the buzzer
sounds and the stopwatch immediately begins to increment from zero. This is the timer mode. The stopwatch counts modulo 24 hours when incrementing.
When decrementing,it can be set to any time interval
less than 100 hours and it will count down to zero.
The n key stops a running display without affecting the stopwatch, making it possible to read an intermediatetime. The samekey resetsthe stopwatchto
zero if it is not running.
DynamlcCalculations
An important feature of the HP-01 is its ability to
perform continuously updated calculationswhile the
timer or stopwatch is running. When the stopwatch is
being displayed, the key sequenc€S x (hourlyrare)or S + (unitrate) = cous€sthe calculator to perform
the indicated calculation and update the display once
eachsecond.For example,accumulating chargesfor a
telephone call costing $t.Oo per minute ($60 per
hour) can be displayed by pressing s x oo = . The
first keystrokestartsthe stopwatch and the remaining
keystrokescausethe cost of the call to be computed
and updated each second.
To end a dynamic calculation, the s key is held
down for a full second to return to the stopwatch

display. Pressing . again stops the timer/stopwatch.
Pressing
then displays the calculated result,
The Memory Register
All of the registers that have been described are
special-purpose registers. Some are constantly
changing and all contain only a certain type of data.
The HP-O1 also has a general-purpose memory register that can be used to store any type of data. Pressing
the memory key (ri) recalls the contents of this register. The key sequence ,, r; stores whatever is in the
display into the memory register. The sequence ,
will also perform a pending operation before storing
:
r stores the
the display. For example,
value 10 in the memory register. When the value in
the watch register or stopwatch register is stored into
the memory, it is converted to fixed time of day or
fixed time interval data at the instant the ,' key is
pressed.This does not disturb the normal operation of
the watch or stopwatch. This feature is especially
useful for storing a "split."
Other Functions
The calendar function provides the month, day,
and year, but it is often desirable to know the day of
the week also, A function has been implemented to
provide this information. With any date in the display, pressing the prefix key ( .) and the colon key ( )
converts the date to a decimal number from one
through seven, indicating the day of the week (Monday is one, Tuesday is two, and so on). Attempting to
perform this function on time or decimal data will
cause an error indication.
Sometimes it is also useful to know the number of
the day of the year. With a date in the display, this
function is accessedby pressing the prefix key ( ,) and
the slash key|. The date is converted to a decimal
number from one to 366 corresponding to the day of
the year.
In computations involving time it is often necessary to convert from hours, minutes, and seconds to a
decimal number of hours. This is done by the key
sequence :. .
To convert a decimal number (assumed to be in
hours) to hours, minutes, and seconds, the key sequence is "r. ' . The number is converted to time
interval format and displayed in the proper range.
This function can be used to freeze the time of day or
stopwatch in the display only, without using the
memory register, Performing this function on date
data will cause an error indication.
Once in a while when evaluating an expression it is
more convenient to compute the value of the second
operand in a subtraction or division before the first
operand. To make it unnecessary to use the M register
or write down this intermediate result an exchange
function has been implemented. This function

switches the first and second operands in the calculator. It is called by pressing , .. For example, if
one wishes to subtract two from three, but the entry
has progressed .,
:!, one only has to press .r, ),rto
reverse the operands, and then press
to complete
the operation. This feature is also useful for viewing
the second operand, which otherwise could not be
directly displayed.
System Organization
The HP-01 contains five CMOS/LSI* circuits: two
read-only memories (ROMs), an arithmetic and register circuit, a control and timing circuit, and a clock
and display circuit. One custom bipolar circuit drives
the light-emitting diode anodes and cathodes. Fig. 1
is a block diagram of the HP-o1.
How to interconnect the six integrated circuits and
interface them to the other components was one of the
primary challenges in the packaging of the HP-01. All
of the integrated circuits and three discrete components for the oscillator are assembled on a five-layer
ceramic substrate using conventional bonding
techniques (see Fig. 2). This hybrid assembly is
'Complementary
large-scale
integrated
circuits.
metal-oxide-semiconductor

Ffg, 3. fhe ceramic substralecontainingthe integratedcircults is capped, and the display, crystal resonator,and frequency trimmerare added to completethe HP-01 module.

operate on just a single digit of a number as it flows
capped, and after aging at 125"C for 48 hours the
through the arithmetic unit.
assembliesare functionally tested.Then the display,
crystal resonator, frequency trimmer, keyboard insulator, and battery contacts are added to complete
Read-OnlyMemory
the HP-01 module (seeFig. 3). Each module is then
Preprogrammed routines are stored in two ROM
given a complete electrical test on a computer-based
chips, each of which contains 1024 instructions of 10
system.
bits each,organizedin four pagesof zs0 instructions
The HP-01 is organized on a digit-serial, bit-serial
each.A ROM addressconsistsof an eight-bit address
basis.This organization is very similar to that of the
and a four-bit page number. The page number tells
HP-35.1It minimizes the number of connectionson
which ROM chip the information is on and the adeach chip and betweenchips.
dress tells where it is on the chip.
Each word consists of 12 binary-coded-decimal
digits, so each word is 48 bits long. Four main bus
Arithmeticand RegisterCircuit
lines connect the MOS circuits. One carries a word
The arithmetic and register circuit in the HP-01 is
synchronization signal (svNc)generatedby a 48-state very similar to the HP 35's, exceptthat the data word
counter on the control and timing chip. On another
is only 48 bits long. Another difference is that the
bidirectional bus line (arn), addressesand instrucarithmetic and registercircuit in the HP-01can be put
tions are transmitted between the control and timing
into a sleep mode to save power.
chip and the ROMs and instructions are transmitted
There are five full-length 48-bit registers and a
from the ROMs to the other circuits. A word-select
four-bit register. Interconnection between registers
line (wsx) carries a signal generated on the control
allow for such instructions as exchange, transfer,
and timing chip that makes it possible to perform
shift, and so on. A two-way data bus connects the
arithmetic operations on different parts of the data
arithmetic and register circuit with the clock and
word.
display circuit.
Controland TimingCircuit
The control and timing circuit performs the major
non-arithmetic or housekeeping functions in the
HP-01. These include interrogating the keyboard,
keeping track of the status of the system, creating
timing and synchronization signalsnecessaryfor system operation, and modifying instruction addresses.
The control and timing circuit contains an onboard oscillator amplifier, 16 status bits and the
keyboard scanner. The keyboard is arranged as a
five-column, six-row matrix. When a key is pressed,a
code correspondingto the row and column of the key
is transmitted over the RIs line to the read-onlymemory. This code is the starting address of a program in RoM to service that key.
The 16 status bits are used to keep track of past
events.Thesestatusbits are set,reset,or interrogated
by individual instructions,and can be used to check
various conditions in the execution of programs
stored in ROM.
ROM addressesare updated on the control and
timing chip and sent serially to the ROM. During
execution of a branch instruction the appropriate signal, arithmetic carry, or status bit, is tested to determine whether the incremented addressor the branch
addressshould be selectednext. There are two return
addressregistersand these permit two levels of subroutines.
A pointer registerand a wnrd-selectcircuit issue
the word-selectsignal (wsx), which correspondsto
the time slot being operatedupon. It is possibleto

Clock and DisplayCircuit
The clock and display circuit chip contains the
circuitry and registers to implement a stopwatch, a
24-hour clock, a calendar,and an alarm. The display
decoder and display timing circuits are also on this
chip.
Construction
The particularly harsh environment in which a
wrist-worn product operates dictated an extremely
rugged enclosurefor the delicate components of the
HP-O1.Shock and vibration, temperatureand humidity changes,body chemicals,abrasivedust, and constant friction against clothing presenteda challenge
to the designers.Requirementsfor a small and visually pleasing product imposed additional difficulties
rarely encountered at HP.
The size and shapeof the hybrid module ruled out a
round case, eliminating turning as a fabrication
method. Alternate methods investigated included
plastic molding, investment casting, powdered
metal, NC machining, and forging. In the final design,
blanks for the two-piece caseare produced by coldforging stainless steel. These are then turned,
machined.and finished.
The two halves of the metal caseare assembledby
meansof a threadedring. A rubber gasketbetweenthe
two parts sealsmoisture and solid particles out of the
case.The upper side ofthe case,the bezel,is closedby
the glass window and the keyboard panel. Both elements arepermanentlybonded to the metal caseby an

epoxy adhesive. The 28 cylindrical keys are guided
by holes in the panel and are maintained in both
displacement and rotation by a silicone rubber diaphragm bonded onto the back of the panel with an
RTV adhesive. In addition to its mechanical functions, the diaphragm also provides a seal for the front
of the product.
The module assembly is placed in the bezel assembly before the bottom of the case is screwed on. A
plastic spacer retains the module assembly and holds
the batteries.
The bottom side of the case is closed by the back.
The back is screwed into the case and is easily removed when batteries need to be changed. A circular
rubber gasket between the back and the case seals the
case against external contamination.
The band design, which was done by an outside
vendor, was made challenging by the complex shape
and the requirement that the clasp conceal a stylus for
keyboard operation. The band links are interlocking
stainless steel elements. The clasp separatesto allow
access to the back of the case.
Fig. a shows cutaway and exploded views of the
HP-O1.

Fig, 4. Exploded and cutaway views of the HP-01
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CIRCUITRY: The HP-01 usss six large-scal€ integratad circuits squivalent to
38,000lransistors.Th6 nine-digitdisplayis bondedto a five-laysrceramicmodule
whicfi @ntains th€ circuits.
POWER SOURCE: Two 1.s-volt watch cell batteries powor the display. A third
'1.s-volt
batlery powgrs the internal circuitry.
WEIGHT: Approximatsly 170 grams (6 ouncos).
MATERIALS: HP-01 cases are silher siamped lrom stainless steel or gold-fillod.
Tho kays and key panel are stampod from aluminumand hard anodizedso that
they rssist scralchingand wear. The custom-designband is forged from a solid
sieel bar to form connecting links that fit smoothly around ths wrist. On goldfillod cases, lhs matching band is gold elec'troplatod.
TlltE STANDARD: Ouarlz-crystal.
TlllE ACCURACY: The HP-01 tims function was set at the tactory to an initial
accuracy of within 30 sgconds psr ysar. Bgcause of th€ stfects of temperaturo
variations,aging, shocks, and vibrationson its quartz-crystaltime standard,th€
HP-01 time a€uracy may vary.
flilER/STOPWATCII ACCURACY: Tho timer/stopwatchopsrating accuracy is
also atfected by environmentalcfianges and is within t0.003o/".
STOPWATCH RESOLUTION: 10.01 second.
OPEFATING TEMPERATURE:0" to 55'C (3? to 131'F). whon worn on ths wrist,
the HP-01 battery op€fating temperaturo will remain relatively close to
body lempsraluro even lhough the ambi€nt temperature may be lar b€low
fre6zing.
STORAGE TEiIPERATURE: Without batteriss: -40" to 75' C (-40' to 167' F).
With batteries:-40' to 55' C (-40'to 131' F).
ANTI-Ii|AGNET|C: The HP-01 will operate in a magn€ticfi6ld oI up to 60 gauss
without adverse effect.
SHOCK RESISTANCE: The HP-01 has bosn dasignod and lestsd to withstand
shocks beyond thoss encountsfed in normal use with only minor changes in
accuracy. Excessiveor cumulativeshsks may be cause tor rsalibration,
WATER PROTECflON: Although the HP-o1 is not intondedfor undarwaler use,
it has be€n designed and tested to withstand immersionin water at 10 mstsrs
(32.8fest)for 5 minutesat 25'C providedthe HP-01case and windoware intact.
PRICE lN U.S.A.: With stainlsss steel cass, $650. With gold-fillsd case, S750.
Available only at fing jswslry slores.
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HigherPrecisionin Oscilloscope
Measurements
of VeryShortTimeIntervals
lncorporatingelectroniccountercircuitsin a delta-time
of
in measurements
osci//oscop
e enables100-psresolution
propagation
phasing,
sysfem
clock
delayand otherdigital
timingparameters.
by RonaldC. Westlund

CONSEQUENCE OF THE explosive growth
dlNE
Q = * Fo f d i g i t a l e l e c t r o n i c s i s a d e f i n i t e n e e d f o r
means of making precise measurements of very short
time intervals. It is by knowing timing parameters
such as propagation delays, clock phasing, the time
skew of control signals through gates, and the set-up
and hold times of memory cells that the digital design
engineer can determine the maximum clock rate at
which his system will operate reliably. Higher precision in these timing measurements reduces the
error margins that must be allowed for, permitting
faster clock rates.

A substantial increase in the precision of oscilloscope measurements of very short time intervals was
made possible by Hewlett-Packard's development of
the dual-delayed sweep in 1973. The first oscilloscope to use this concept, the Hewlett-Packard Model
7722A,r incorporated a microprocessor to measure
the voltage difference between selected points on the
horizontal sweep waveform and convert the reading
to time. The measurement is made quickly, unambiguously, and with a significant improvement in
accuracy over earlier oscilloscope techniques. This
technique, now commonly known as the delta-time

Fig. 1. Model 17434 ls a
g eneral-purpose, dual-channel,
100-MHzoscilloscopethat hasthe
capabilityof rneasuringvery short
time intervals with 100-ps
resolution. By using a crystalcontrolledoscillatoras a time reference,and averaEng readings,
Model 17434 provrdes the most
accurate time-intervalmeasurement capability availabletn real.
tima
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technique, has proved to be so effective that it has
been adopted by other oscilloscope manufacturers as
well.
A further increase in the accuracy and ease of making measurements of very short time intervals has
now been made possible by combining electronic
counter circuits with the dual-delayed sweep. This
technique is used in a new oscilloscope, HP Modql
7743A [Fig. 1), to enable measurements of time intervals shorter than 15 trrs with less than 100-ps error.
Measurements of longer time intervals, up to 60 seconds, are made with S-digit resolution and with errors
less than O.OO2o/o
of reading +1 count.

sured. Thus, propagation delay, clock skew, and
other such quantities are readily measured.
The new delta-time technique is so precise that
errors introduced into dual-channel measurements
by inequalities in the signal paths from the test points
through the probe cables, attenuators, and
preamplifiers are perceptible. However, the magnitude of these errors is easily determined by connecting the oscilloscope's probes to the same test point
and measuring the time delay between like points on
the two waveforms. The result of this measurement
can be used to correct subsequent measurements if a
need exists.

Double Counting
The principle of the new delta-time technique is
illustrated in Fig. 2. Counting begins at the start of a
main sweep and continues to the point in the sweep
indicated by the intensified marker position selected
by the instrument's srART control, in this case the
Ieading edge of the second pulse (Fig. 2a). On the next
sweep, a new count begins at the start of the sweep but
continues to the point selected by the SToPcontrol, in
this case the trailing edge of the same pulse (Fig. 2b).
The digital processing circuits then subtract the first
reading from the second and present the result on the
digital readout, giving pulse width directly.
By positioning the srART and stop markers appropriately, the user can measure other timing parameters. If in the example above the srop marker were
placed on the leading edge of the third pulse, the
oscilloscope would give a reading of pulse period.
When the oscilloscope is displaying two
waveforms in the alternate sweep mode, the sraRr
marker appears on the channel A trace and the stop
marker on channel B. As long as both traces are initiated by the same trigger source, the time delay between selected points on the waveforms can be mea-

Delta Time
The intensified markers are generated by the oscilloscope's delayed sweep, which must be set to a
sweep time shorter than the main sweep. The CRT
thus shows the time duration of the DELAYEDSWEEP
as
brightened segments on the displayed waveform (Fig.
3a). To obtain maximum accuracy in delta-time measurements, after positioning the markers over the two
points of interest the user switches the instrument to
the I rnan mode, which expands both brightened
segments to full CRT screen width and displays both
simultaneously (Fig. 3b). The numeric readout continues to display the time difference represented by
the starting points of the segments but any two points
on the same vertical axis will have this same time
difference. So, by adjusting the stRnr and srop controls to bring the two points of interest to the same
vertical graticule line, as shown in Fig. 3c, the user
obtains a reading of the time interval between these
points with maximum accuracy.
In addition to being useful for meqsuring time intervals, the delta time technique is also useful for
estoblishing time intervals. For example, suppose
that on the production line it is necessary to adjust a
delay multivibrator's output to a particular pulse
width. The oscilloscope's controls are adjusted so the
numeric readout displays the desired pulse width.
When the scope probes are connected to the test
points, the test technician may initially be presented a
display like that shown in Fig. 3b, but by adjusting the
multivibrator timing control, he can cause the pulse
leading and trailing edges to intersect at their 50%
levels, as shown in Fig. 3c. The pulse then has the
specified width.

Pulse Width =Tr-Tr

Accuracy
The accuracy obtainable with the new delta time
technique is illustrated in Fig. 4. As can be seen, a
substantial increase over other oscilloscope
techniques is achieved. This is because the measurement is now referenced to a crystal-controlled time
base-sweep linearity no longer affects measurement

Fig,2, Model 1743A Oscilloscopealternatelymeasuresthe
time from the startof the sweep to a point selected by the srear
control(a) and to a second point selectedby the sTopcontrol
(b). Obtaining the difference between the two readings gives
the time between srearand srop poinfs.
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and
Fig,3, Time]ntervalmeasurementsare made with Model 1743Aby,firstadjustingthe iTART
srop controlsso the brightenedsegments of the trace span the start and stop points of the
measurcment(a), then switchingto the trtue mode to expand both brightenedsegmentsto full
screen width (b). The srmr and sropcontrolsare then adjustedso the deslred startand stop
pointsare on the same verticalgraticuleline (c),ln thls case the pulse 50o/olevel.

results. But what about counters? Quality counters do
give higher resolution for longer time intervals and
can have greater time base accuracy. They can also
make measurements on single-shot events and some,
just like the new Model 1743 Oscilloscope, can measure time intervals right down tg zero time duration.
Model 7743A enhances measurement accuracy by
being able to provide a visual indication of where the
start and stop points occur. It can also accommodate a
wider range of input signal amplitudes than most
counters can. Trigger hysteresis errors have been
eliminated by processing the trigger waveform such
that triggers of either polarity have the same polarity
when applied to the trigger-level comparator. In addition, certain inherent measurement errors, such as
delays in opening and closing the counter gate, are
cancelled by the subtraction process used in the new
delta-time measurement technique. Furthermore,
Model 1743A locks out all of the events capable of
triggering a time-interval measurement except those
selected visually.

Sweep time
0.1 to
1 to
10 to
0.1 to
1 to

Number of readings
averaged

Display
resolution

10,000
1000
100
10
Direct

1 0 0p s
1ns
10 ns
100 ns
1ps

0.5 g.s/div
5 p.s/div
50 g.s/div
0.5 ms/div
5 ms/div

For sweep times of 10 ms/cm and slower, the 100MHz clock is divided down to prevent display overflow. The following table shows the resolutions obtained,

o
uJ

€)

0
o
c

Time-lnterval Averaging
The time reference in Model 1.743A is a 100-MHz
crystal-controlled oscillator that gives a basic resolution of 10 ns in time-interval measurements. However, during measurements of very short time intervals, accuracy and resolution are increased by the use
of time-interval averaging, which reduces the -+1count uncertainty inherent in counter measurements
by a factor of f/E where n is the number of readings
averaged.2On the fastest main sweeps (<0.5 psldivJ,
10,000 readings are averaged to give a resolution of
100 ps. On slower sweeps, the number of readings
averaged and the resolution obtained is determined
by the five-digit (plus exponent) display, as listed in
the following table.

10 ns

100ns

lps

1 0p s

Time lnterval

measurementsmade by
Fig.4. Theaccuracyof time-interval
Model 1743Aas comparedto other oscilloscopesls shownby
these graphs of percent error as a function of time interval
ourauon.
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Sweeptime

Display
resolution

10 to 50 ms/div
0,1 to 0.5 s/div
1 and 2 s/div

10 ps
100 trr,s
1ms

In some cases,it is possibleto obtain six-digit resolution, as explainedin the following.
CalibratedVernier
Becausesweep calibration is no longer a factor in
the accuracy of measurementsmade by the new
delta-timetechnique,the sweepvernier can be used
to modify the sweep time for the convenienceof the
user without affecting accuracy.He can thus use the
vernier to align clock pulses exactly with the
graticule lines or bring an off-screenpulse on screen.
Actually, accuracycanbe enhancedsince bringing an
off-screenpulse on screenwith the vernier meansthe
user can switch to a faster sweep range to view the
pulse with higher resolution.For example,the older
delta-time technique would require a sweep time of 2
psldiv to measurethe width of a 72 p,spulse,With the
new technique,the usercan switch to a sweeptime of
0.5 g,s/divand usethe sweepvernier,which hasa 3:1
range,to bring the pulse entirblyinto view. The pulse
can then be measuredwith 100-psresolution,
In some casesusing the vernier this way could
result in a display overflow, but the display can accommodatea one-decadeoverflow, It indicatesthis
by causinga decimalpoint to appearon eachside of
the exponent.If the two decimal points appearwhen
the user switchesto a shorter sweep time and uses
the sweepvernierto encompass
the desiredportion of
the waveform, he gets a six-digit reading by men-

tally inserting a 1 to the left of the most significant
digit.
First-PulseMeasurements
The inevitable ramp nonlinearities at the start of a
sweep do not affect measurement accuracy, just as
sweep calibration is not a factor. Hence, the sranr
marker can be positioned at the sweep start, allowing
examination of eventscloseto the sweeptrigger. This
"first pulse" capability facilitates measurementsof
low-repetition-rateeventsthat formerly required very
long sweep times with a consequentloss of measurement resolution. The older delta time technique
could not be used for measurementson the event that
triggeredthe sweepnor could it measurenon-cyclic
events, such as software-generatedflags, that are
readily measured with the new technique.
TriggeredMeasurements
Unlike earlier delta-time techniques, the rRIccnR
AFTER
DELAymode can be used with Model 7743A
when making time-interval measurements.In this
mode, the rntccnn rnvsI, and sr,opEcontrols are used
to establishthe start and stop points of the measurement. For example, in making a pulse-width measurement, the srRnr marker is set to trigger on a
positive-going slope and the srop marker on a
negative-going slope. The rntccnR LEVELcontrol is
then setat the 50%points (in this mode startand stop
points are always at the same level). To determine
exactly where the trigger level is, the user can switch
to the A rIME (delayed sweep) mode and note where
the two waveforms cross.
The significance of the rRrccnRAFTER
DELAvmode
is that oncethe triggerlevel hasbeenestablished,the

Numeric Display

Comparator

Fig. 5. Simpllliedblock diagram of the Model 1743A Oscilloscope.
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the counting circuits interface to the Model 1743A's
oscilloscopecircuits.The main-sweeptriggerenables
both countersalternately and the delayed sweeptrigger halts them. However,on one sweep,the delayed
sweep triggers when the main sweep ramp reaches
the level selectedby the srARTcontrol. On the next
sweep, it triggers when the main sweep reachesthe
level of the srop control. The arithmetic unit then
finds the differencebetweenthe two counts, averages
the results, and presents the result on the numeric
display.

oscilloscopecan be switched to the IraaIuswsnpmode
and maximum accuracy and resolution are still obtained with the convenienceof having an overall display of the waveform(s), removing any chance of
measurement error becauseof misplacement of the
srARTand stop markers.This mode greatly simplifies
certain measurements.For example,changesin pulse
width as the pulse repetition rate or temperature are
varied can be read directly without readjusting controls, since the sranr and Srop points automatically
track shifts in the leading or trailing edges of the
pulses.It alsosimplifies circuit adjustmentssincethe
digital display tracks changesin the time interval as
the circuit under test is adjusted. Becausethe srRRr
and stop controls need not be adjusted precisely
when using the rnrccERAFTER
DEl,Aymode, relatively
unskilled personnel can obtain accurateand repeatable measurementusing this mode,

RemovingAnomalies
Fig. 6 shows how the subtractionprocesshelps to

Clock Burst
Between Main
and Delayed

A General-Purpose
Oscilloscope
The basic oscilloscopecircuits in the new Model
7743A are the same as those in the Model 174OA.3
Both are 100-MHzdual-traceoscilloscopesthat have
a third trace for displaying the waveform applied to
the sweep trigger circuit. Vertical deflection factors
range from 5 mV/div to 20 V/div and a x5 magnifier
gives deflection factorsof r mv/div to 40 MHz on both
channels.Sweeptimes rangefrom 50 ns/div to 2 s/div
and a x10 magnifier extendsthe fastestsweep to 5
ns/div. With sensitive, stable triggering, precision
time bases,and bright, sharp traceson an 8x1O-cm
display, these are versatile instruments suitable for a
wide variety of uses.The delta-timecapability gives
an additional dimension to the Model L743A.
The simplified block diagramof Fig. 5 shows how

Burst
Period

-1_

EnablesCircuit thal
Countslhe Number
of Clock Bursts to
be Averaged

Burst Period
Wanted: Tz-Tr
Intervals Measured: Tr-tr*tz

Gated Clock

T2-t1*t2
After Subtraction:

A = T2- tl * t2- (T1-t1 +t2) = T2-T1

Fig,7. Measurement-enable
circuitgeneratesbursls of clock
pulsesthat extendfrom the startof the main sweep to the start
of the delayedsweep. The startof each burstis synchronized
to the clock pulses.

Fig, 6, Propagation delays (t1 and t2) that could alter measurementresultsare elimrnatedbv the subtracflonprocess.
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On Delta-Time Measurements
clockperiodby only1 ns inthiscase.Furthermore,
thetriggered
delta{ime measurementmode of Model 17434 reducesthe
chancesfor humanerror,enablingthe 1-nsallowancefor error
to be easilyand consistently
met in a productionenvironment,

Theroleof delta{imemeasurements
in establishing
a system
clock rate can be illustratedby a hypotheticalexample.Let us
assumethatwe havea systemthatwe wishto operateat a clock
rateof 10 MHz and that it is necessaryto partitionthe 100-ns
clock period so five eventscan occur in sequencebetween
clocks. As usual, temperature-compensated
one-shot multivibratorsdeiine the clock period subintervals.
Assumefurtherthat the activitythat must take place within
each subintervalis analyzedand, using worst-casecalculations,it is determinedthat the minimumtime lapse for each
subintervalis 20 ns. We can now constructan error budget
where the uncertaintyin establishingthe first 20-ns edge is
added to the uncertaintyin the secondedge, and so on. lf a
high-quality
analogoscilloscopewere to be used to measure
the time intervalsas the multivibrators
are adiusted.the error
build-upwould be:
CIock{o-Edge
Instrumentation
Time
lnterval
Error
Error
+2.5"/"
+0.5ns
20 ns
+1.5y"
40 ns
t0.6 ns
+1.0"/"
+0.6 ns
60 ns
+1.0"/"
+0.8ns
B0ns

Where Moderate Accuracy is Sufficient
Thereare many situations
whereerrorsof 1oloto 3% can be
toleratedin time-interval
measurements.
One would assume
that a high-quality
analogoscilloscopeis accurateenoughfor
these measurements
but it is not generallyappreciatedthat
timing accuracydegradesas the measuredtime intervalbecomesa smallerand smallerpart of the totalsweepwidth.For
example,3% accuracyin a measurement
of 20 ns degradesto
about5% at 10ns and 9% at 5 ns. lf a sweeptimelongerthan20
ns/divwererequiredto accommodateallof the dataon screen,
measurement
errorscould be far greaterthan 10%
Withits"calibratedvernier,"Model17434providesan accuracyol2"/"for S-nstime intervalswithsweeptimesas long as 1.5
prs/div,and 1% for 10-nsintervals.

Cumulative
total: +2.5 ns
Thistellsus thatthesystemclockperiodmustbe extendedby
at least2,5 ns to guaranteethateachsubinterval
is not lessthan
20 ns in duration.
Thisanalysiswas madeat the veryIimitsof the oscilloscope's
specifiedaccuracyso, to accountfor long{ermdegradation
of
the instrument's
calibration,
we wouldwantto extendthe clock
periodby 5 ns.Morelikely,to assurean adequatemarginforthe
measurements
in a productionenvironment,
we wouldextend
the clock period10 ns. Thus,our systemwouldbe specifiedto
operateat a clock rateof about g MHz, ratherthan 10 MHz.
Thefollowingtableshowsthe errorbudgetif a Model17434
Oscilloscope
were used to establishthe subintervals.
Clock-to-Edge
Instrumentation
Time
Interval
Error
Error
+0.5%
+ 0 . 1n s
20ns
+0.2/"
+0.8ns
40 ns
+0.1"/"
+0.096 ns
60 ns
+0.12'k
+0.096 ns
B0ns
Cumulative
total: +0.372 ns
Becauseof the long{erm stabilityof the crystal-controlled
time base in Model 17434,we wouldfeel safe in extendinqthe

overcome a problem that can occur with conventional
clock-counting time-interval measurements. This
problem concerns errors that can result if propagation
delays in the start and stop channels are different,
which would alter the time difference between start
and stop points.
Referring to Fig. 6, it is desired to measure time intervals T, and T, and find their difference, but because of propagation delays in the main and delayed
sweep triggers [t, and t2 respectively), the actual
gated counts are equivalent to T, - t, + t, and
Tz - t, * tr. However, as shown in Fig. 6, the subtraction process eliminates t, and t, in the results,
leaving T, - Tr, the quantity desired.

What about Bandwidth?
lf the transitiontimes of digitalsignalsare fasterthan the
responsetimeof an oscilloscope,
the oscilloscope
will not display the signalswith full fidelity.The questionis, how will this
affectthe accuraciesof time-interval
measurements?
Analysis(to be published)can show that limitedbandwidth
does not affectaccuracyas much as one mightsuppose.The
point is, the transitiontimes of both edges involvedin a timeintervalmeasurementare delayedsimilarlyso, if a measurementis madeat the 50% level,the time intervalis littleaffected.
A measurement
of the propagationdelayof a 2-ns ECLtransition can be made with the 100-MHzModel 17434(transition
time 3.5 ns) with no error attributable
to bandwidthwhen the
transitiontimesand slopesof both edges are identical.However,if the transition
timeof the secondedge is slowed,a small
erroroccursbecausethe sloweredge is notsubjectto thesame
degreeof distortion
as thefasteredge. lf the f irstedge were2 ns
and the secondwere 10ns. a 70-pserrorwouldbe introduced.
lf the slopes of the edges are different,then significantly
greatererrorsare introducedwhenmeasurements
are madeat
levelsother than 50%. Since most device specifications
and
pulsewidthdefinitions
are madeat the 50% level,the 100-MHz
Model 17434 is entirelycapable of makingtiming measurementswithbandwidtherrorslessthan + 150 ps in logicf amilies
up to and includingECL 10K.

Another potential problem concerns the asynchronous nature of the main sweep trigger with respect to the crystal-controlled time base. It is quite
possible that this trigger could open the counter gate
in the middle of a clock pulse, making the first pulse
period shorter than those following. Since the counters are edge-triggered, it is important that this first
pulse have the same period as those following to
avoid anomalous counter operation.2
The enable circuit that gates clock pulses to the
counters is shown in Fig. 7 along with a timing diagram. This circuit operates as follows. When the inhibit signal, which suppresses activity for a short
recovery period following a measurement, goes to the
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high state, the next rising edge of the alternate sweep
control clocks the Q output of FF1 to the low state
(burst enable). When the main sweep gate subsequently occurs, the next clock edge clocks the Q
output of FF3 low (burst period). This first clock pulse
and the following ones are then gated to the counters
until the delayed sweep gate occurs, which sets FF3,
closing the clock pulse gate (the gate could close
during the last pulse but this is of no consequence
since the leading edge has already occurredJ.
The pulse-burst sequence repeats until a counter
has determined that the necessary number of sequences have occurred for the averaging process.The
"end-of-average" signal then stores the accumulated
counts, resets the counters, and initiates the inhibit
signal (the setting of the MAIN TIMBDIVrange switch
determines the number of pulse bursts to be averaged,
along with the position of the decimal point in the
display and the value of the exponent).
The stored numbers are written into the arithmetic
unit, where their difference is found, and then decoded and displayed.

ideas were provided by Lab Section Leader Walt
Fischer and Product Managers Dick Stone and Vic
Bunze. E
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POUAIil: channolB may be invsned by tonrpa.€l plshb!fion.
DELAY LINErinpui signab are dolayedsufrcienrlyloviewkigg€ing 6d9€ ol input
IiPUT COUPLING:s6loctablaAC o. OC, SO (dc), o. grclnd. Grolnd posiion
dis6nnBcrs inpur@nnociorand groundsampliier input,
INPUI FC (s€l€ctabl€)
AC OB DC: 1 MQ a& shlnld by appror. 20 pF.
50 OHM] 50 Il i3%.
A +B OPEFANON
AMPLIFIEF:bandsldh and deflsdionlado6 a.€ unchang€dtchannolB may k
lnvddlorA
Bops.aton.
OIFFEAENTIAL(A 8) COMMON MODE: CMBB is at 6ast 20 dB tiom dc io
20 Mlz. Common nod€ signalamplillde equivalonllo 8 divislonswith on6
v*ni€r adjust€dtor oplimomdelion
VEFICA! ilAGN|FTAnON (x5)
AANDWDTBT3 dB doen tom 8'div rdl€.erce signar.
DC'COUPLEo:& ro approximatoly40 MHz.
AC'COUPIED: app.oximar€lyl0 H2 to 40 MHz.
RISE TIME: <9 ns (n€asurd iioh l0% ro *4 pointsol 8-div lnput step).
DEFLECTIONFACTOFTncrcas€ssonsitivilyol €ach d€fsction racior s€iing
bv faclor ol 5 wilh mdimum sensitvl$ ol I nV on chann6lsA and B.
TFICGER SOUACE
CHANNETA all displayfrods hggersd by cha.n6l A signal.
CHANNELB: a,l displaymodes lggerd by channol B signal
C O M P O S I T E : a l l d i s p r a y m o d e s r i o g o i d b y d i s p l a y d s l g n a l e xncCehpot p . l n
Chop mdo, tigger signalis ddivd tiom chann€lA.
LINE FFEQUENCY:tiser signalis derivd iiom powelin6 tqu6ncy.
nIGGEF Vl€W: Oisplaysrnlemalor ext6rnaltiggersig.al In Allehal€ q Chop
hdo, channol A, channel8, ad tiqg€r sig.al ar€ displayed.l. chan.€l A or
a mod6, TriggorVi€w derides hat da.nel. Inrehal rirogersignal amplitudo
approrimal€svdical signal amplilud€ Ei Uggs siqna defecrion laclo. is
approlimarolyr @ hv/div. o. 1 V/divin EXT + 10 Tngg€nngpoinris approximar€ty
contof sd@n wilh id€nically limd signals lo a venl@l inpul and Ih6 En.
triso. mpu!,hiser srgnald6rayE <3 5 ns.

Mah, I lim6, nixd, mag xlo, and A vs B.
IAIN AND DELAYEDNME BASE FANGE9:
MAIN: 50 ngdlv to 2 ddiv h t, 2, 5 sqlerc..
DELAYEO:50 ns/divto 20 mvdv in 1, 2. 5 ssu€nce.
ACCURACY,s n!/dlv to 20 n./dlv (add 1% to. s re/dv to 2 s/div.ansos):
accur.cy
T.mp F.ng.
x1
!10
!3%
=41o
O"Clo +lYC
!&
.%
+15'C lo +3f,C
!3.h
!4%
r35"C ro +55.C
tAlN SWEEP VEFNIEF: co.rinlously va.iabl6 b€M6€n all rangos, oxlBnds
slowoslswoep to al loasl 5 s/div.
MAGNIFIEF(xl0)r oxpandsall swoeps by lador ol 10.
DEUY TIME MNGE: 0 lo 10xMdn Tlm6/Divs6ningsol l@ ns lo 2 s.
DIFFEBENIAL NTE {EASUFETENT
ACCUFACY: 10.009. of r€adin! 11 counl hom +15'C lo +35'c; 10.@57.
d.6adin0 a 1 cdnl liom o"C lo +15'C and +3trc lo +sso,
TIME RESOLUTIONOF :1 COUNII
Roadings
:l tu0nl
Sw6p Fangsddiv
0 . 1 4 , 0 . 2 t s s ,0 5 6
1!s,24,5/s
10ps, 20 !s, $ ps
0 . 1 m s , 0 . 2n s , 0 . 5 m s

:1m Ps
:1 .s
110 ns
!1e ns

1 00 0 0
1@0
100
10

For inlervalsgr6al6rlhan 0 5 ms, 1 I @unl beom6 insig.ifcanl and accuracy
can & @Nid6rd a p€rc€nld r€ading.
FEADOUI:s-digl L€O plus sxponsnl
CFYSTAL AGING:0 @05% ps y€ar.
OEUY JIYER: <0.00206(1 pad in 50,0@) ol mdimum doiay in €ach slep
ifom +15"C lo +35'C; .:0@5?. (1 pad In 20,000)iiom 0'c to +15"c and
+35'C to +55"C.
Triggerlng
TAIN SWEEP
NOFMALTSw&p rs tigge.ed by intenal or €xlomal signal.
AUTOMAIIC:brigh bas€ln6displayodin absenc6olinpul signal Tigg6ring is
sam€ as Normalabovs 40 Hz.
SINGLE:swe€p occursonce wth em6kiqgoring as Normalirssel pushbunon
ams sw@p a.d llghtslndicalor.
INTEBNAL dc ro 25 MHz on signalscsusing0.5 divisionsor more vedicald6llecrio.,lrcroasi.g to I 5 divisionol venicald€idion ai 100 MHz in all display
mod€s (rqund sig.al level is increasd by 2 when in chop modo and by 5
whsn x5 v€di€l magnrfr€ris used).
EXTEFNAL:dc lo 50 MHzron srgnalsol 65 mV p-p or mort incr6asingro
150 mV p-p ar 100 MHz toqunod signal l€voi is increasd by 2 wh€n in

*UYE
SWE€P ISWEEP ANER OEIAY]
AUTO: dsbyd swssp aulomalicany#tu al end ot d6lay psnod.
lBlG: &hyd sw64 b amd and Mg96rabl6at 6nd ol delsy psrid.
INTERNAL:dcto25MHzonslgnalscauslng1 divisbndmor€vodicalddston
ro2dv. at t00MHzlndl diaplsynodos (reqund sbnarlev€lls incr.6dby
2 whon in Ch@ rud6 ad b' 5 whon x5 vedcal magdid is usd)EXTEFNAL:dclo$MAzonsignaboll@mVp-pdmor€inc.oasinglo2@frV
p-p al 1@ MHz {rquhd s€nal l6v6lis incrdasd by 2 wion in Chop mod6).
UTERNAL INPUT FC: Epprcximaroly1 MO shuntd by 4For. 20 pF.
qIEBNAL INPUI: 250 V (dc +
tAlf,U{
FBk ac) q m V p-p ac al 1 kHz
cOUPLIilG: AC, OC, Mdn LF FEJ. or Main HF AEJ.
AC: ansnuat$ $gnals blow Epprcx.20 Hz.
tF REJEq {MAIN SWEEP):anenual€Bsignalsb6low app.ox.4 kHz.
HF REJECT(MAIN SWEEP);anqual€s signalsahvo 4pu.4
NHr.
rFlffEF HOLDqF (MA|NSWEEP):Incrsas$ swsp hol&f rim6 in allrang€s.
cAlr6uTEo
tuEo IxE aAsE
Dual limo bs6 In which maln lime base drv$ Itsl ooiion ot swssD ad d*
byd rim6 bGe @mdebs swp al bsid delay€d src6p r6i6. Also oporal€s
in dngl€ sw6ry md.. AeEry, add 2% lo main tmo baso aeuary.

Goncral
CAIHODE-FAY TUOE: H*ld-Packa.d, 12.7 cm (5 in.) felangul4 CFT, p6t
e€leratd, @onmtuly 15 kv ffibEtng
@ndal.aluminEd P31 pbsphfr,
z-uls ltPur 0NTENSIfr MODULATION):+4 v, >S.ns widh puls6 blanks
tae ol any inloneily.Bable up b 10 MHz b ndmd inl6nsity.Inpol F,
1 k{l 1r@. Maximufi input 120 v (dc + p6ak 3c).
FEAR PAf,EL OUTPUTS:main and delayd 9al6s, 0 V to >+2.5 V capableol
sumling aProxihalgly 5 mA.
POWER: 1@, 1&, 24, 240 Vac, 11@; 4 ro 440 Hzi r@ vA md.
WEIGHT: 13 kg (4.6 lb).
OfilENS|ONS: 335 mm W ! 197 mn H x 482 mm O 113.2/ 7.75 19.4 in.)
"
ACCESSORIESFURNISHED:blus lighl tiher, fonl panol sv€r, pil.r cord,
vrnyla66sy
sbrageFud, qeraldsgui@ ad s€ryicsmanual;twokd
1@1A, 10:l divid6rp.obos eproximatoly 2 m (6.6 fi) long.
oPnqs
001i fxd oowd qd in li6! ol ddachabl€ oowd cord.
101: LGIC STATEDISPIAY-sinde pGhbuton (GoldButon) int6da@option
torop€raliondth HP Mdol 1m7A lqic Stat6Analyz€r.Pormitssingl. pushbutd swirdiry b€M€efrrundifral, 16-chann6ll€ic siar€analyds and elec,
ki@l analysisol 49ila1dala. OplionI 01 rshov€a ltu A vs B modeandredaffi
n *rh h6 Stale Oisplaypushbunon.
PFTCEStN U.S.A.:
MODEL 174S OSCILOSCOPE, S3@.
O P T m 1 , a d d t 1 5 . O P T 1 0 1 ,a d d $ 1 0 5 .
19@ Gardon
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A Wide-Ranging,
AutomaticLCR Meterfor
Stand-Aloneor SystemsApplications
Microprocessor
controlbroadensthe capabilitiesof this
speedyLCRmeterand makesit readilyadaptableto BCD
or HP-lBautomaticsystems.
by Masahiro Yokokawa and Keiki Kanafuji

&= OR AN ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT to meet perfor&' mance goals, the values of the components used
in assembling the circuit must fall within certain
ranges, some wide, some narrow. Despite increasing
sophistication in the design and manufacture of passive circuit components, differences between supposedly identical components do exist and the ranges
of values encountered often exceed acceptablelimits.
Thus, most electronic laboratories, quality-control
labs, and receiving departments are equipped to measure the actual values of the components with which
they are concerned, a process that is not only time
consuming, but one that often introduces enors of its
own. To speed these measurements, and reduce the
human errors that arise in this activity, late-model
LCR meters, such as the Model 4261.Adescribed in a
recent issue of the HP lournal,l have been designed
with a high degree of automation,
A new LCR meter, Model 4262A, uses a microprocessor to further automate procedures while increasing the instrument's capabilities without incurring significantly greater costs. To measure the value
of a passive component with this instrument (Fig. 1),
it is only necessary to select the measurement function and loss parameter-i.e., resistance 1n),capacitance (c), or inductance 1l;, and dissipation factor 1n;
or quality factor 1q;-select the appropriate test fre-

quency, and connect the component to the test terminals. The instrument automatically switches to the
correct measurement range, selects the preferred circuit mode, and presents results on the 3% digit displays in about 250 ms without any time-consuming
balancing adjustments. The user, however, can have
full manual control of the instrument at any time
simply by pressing the appropriate front-panel
pushbuttons.
The front-panel control arrangement is similar to
manually controlled instruments (see Fig. 1) speeding familiarization with the instrument. As a further
safeguard against the possibility of unintentional
missettings, the Rarvcn and crRcurr MoDs functions
automatically revert to AUTo whenever the L, C, or R
function keys are pressed after manual modes have
been in use. Since most measurements made with this
kind of instrument are made on capacitors, when it is
first turned on the new LCR meter automatically sets
itself for the co mode using a 1-kHz test frequency.
EnhancedCapability
Besides autoranging, self-triggering, and automatic
selection of the appropriate circuit mode (series or
parallel), the microprocessor brings several other
capabilities to the instrument at little cost. Deviation
measurement is one. When the ALCRkey is pressed,

A'i Hffimffi
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Flg.1, Model 42624 LCR Meter,
shown here with the comparator
option installed,measuresthe tnductance g, capacitance G), resistance ,at, dissipationfactor ro1,
and quality factor p1 of components with 3t/z digit resolution.
Three test frequencres(120 Hz,
1 kHz, and 10 kHz) enable measuremenls of a wide ranoe of
component values.

the measurementvalue currently on display is stored,
the display resetsto zero, and the present measurement range is held. The result of the next measurement is then displayed as the differencebetween the
new measurementvalue and the storedvalue. Besides
checking device deviations during incoming inspection, this mode is also useful for monitoring the
changesin device performancecausedby variations
in temperature or bias voltage.
For go/no-go measurements,a comparator option
provides two pairs of thumbwheel switches on the
front panel, one pair for lcn and one for nq. Oncehigh
and Iow limits are establishedwith these switches, a
greenlight turns on when measuredvaluesarewithin
the selectedlimits and a red light turns on when they
are outside the limits. Electrical indications are also
provided at a rear-panel connector.
Self test is another capability obtained at low cost
with the microprocessor.At turn on, all LED indicators and all segmentsof the display digits light up
momentarily to verify that all are functioning. Then,
when the sELFTESTbutton is pressedwhile the input
terminals are open (if the C measurementfunction is
selected),or shorted (with the L or R measurement
function), the instrument tests its digital section and
the processamplifier and phasedetector/integratorin
the analog section,through five ranges.If all goes
well, the word PASSappearsin the t cRwindow and
the user can be assuredthat the instrument is functioning correctly(this, however,is not a checkon the
instrument's accirracy).If there is a problem, the word
FAIL is displayed, the range is held, and a code
number indicating the location of the problem appearsin the oq window.
Other capabilitiesthat the microprocessorgivesthe
new LCR meter include low-cost HP interface bus
(HP-IB)*and BCD-outputoptions.In earlierLCR meters, an HP-IB interfacevery often cost more than the
instrument itself but becauseof the microprocessor,
the cost of the HP-IB interfacefor Model 4262A is less
than one-fifth that of earlier interfaces.The new LCR
meter may thus be interfaced readily to a printer for
logging measurementresults, or to a desktop computer and/or other instruments for programmed
measurementsand statistical analyses of measurement results.
When the new instrument is equipped with the
HP-IB option, all functions except DCBIASare programmablethrough the HP-IB. The current status of
the instrument (FUNCTIoN,
CIRCUIT
MoDE,AUToRANGE,
etc.)is made visible by illumination of the LED indicators in the corresponding front-panel keys.
Wide-Rangi
ng Measurements
The new instrument has a 10-kHz test frequency in
*Hewlett-Packard's
implementation
488-1975.
of IEEEStandard
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Flg.2. Capacitanceand inductanceranges over which the
can be measuredwith the
equivalentseries resislance(EsR)
Model 4262A LCR Meter. The 1)-kHz test frequency extends
fhese ranges by a factor of 10 over those usually found in
metersot this Ape.

addition to the customary72O-Hzand t-kHz testfrequencies. The 10-kHz test frequency extends the
low-end C and L measurementrangesrespectivelyto
10 pF and 10 pH full scale,giving the new instrument
the ability to measurecomponentsover exceptionally
wide ranges:inductancefrom 0.01 p,H (the limit of
resolution) to 1999 H, capacitancefrom 0.01 pF to
19.99mF, resistancefrom 1 mO to 19.99MO, dissipation factorfrom 0.001to 19.9,and quality factorfrom
0.05to 1000.With thesewide ranges,the instrument
may be usedto measureRF coils,dielectricmaterials,
electrolytes,the internal resistanceof batteries,and
the high dissipationfactor of delay lines, as well as

the values of discrete components.
In particular, the new LCRmeter can measure the
nsn (equivalent series resistance) of a capacitor to very
low values, a significant measurement if the capacitor
is to be used for bypass applications. With the 10-kHz
test frequency, the reactance of a wide range of
capacitors becomes low enough for the ESR to be a
significant, and measurable, part of the total impedance, as plotted in Fig. 2. At 10 kHz, the resolution of
an ESR measurement is 1 m,f) for capacitors larger
than 10 tr.rF.A five-terminal input (two for voltage,
two for current, and one for a guard) is provided to
minimize errors. Internally-generated bias levels of
7.5V, 2.2V and 6V are also provided, primarily for
measurements on electrolytic capacitors.
Small values of capacitance, such as the junction
capacitance of semiconductor devices, can be measured with the low-level (50 mV) test signal level that
is available. Normally, the test signal level is 1V rms.
Typical measurement accuracy is O.2o/o.On the
low-end ranges, the test-fixture parasitic reactances
can affect the accuracy of the measurement, so frontpanel C and L offset controls are provided to null out
parasitics up to 10 pF and 1 g,H. The compensation
technique is explained in Fig. 3.

InternalOperations
Model 4262A LCR Meter finds the values of r, c, R,
D, and q by determining the vector ratio of the voltage
across the device under test (DUT) to the current
flowing through the device,in the samemanner asthe
Model 4267A LCR Meter.l
A block diagram is shown in Fig. 4. The voltage
acrossthe device is representedby e, in the diagram
and the currentby voltagee2,which is proportional to
the current flowing through range resistor Ra in
series with the unknown. Op amp A3 assuresaccurate current flow by maintaining the row input terminal at virtual ground.
The four-phasegeneratorsupplies a signal shifted
in precise increments of g0'with respectto its input
for use asa referenceby the phasedetector.The integrator and comparator are part of a dual-slope A-to-D
converter of the type widely used in digital voltmeters.
As an example of how all this fits together,assume
that a capacitor is being measured in the parallelcircuit mode.Voltagee, is appliedto the phasedetector and voltage er, shifted 90o,serves as the phase
detector reference.The output of the phase detector
is applied to the integrator,which startsfrom the zero

To
Measurement
Circuits

Fig. 3. Compensating circuits neutralize the effect of the test fixture's stray capacitance (Co)
and residual inductance (LS. AmplifierA1 inverts the test slgna/; the c zERoADrusrcontrol allows
adiustmentofthecurrentthroughCl soitequalsandthuscancelsthecurrentthroughCo.Transformer T1 supp/ies a current to amplifier A6 equal to that flowing through the unknown, and the
combination of C2, A7, and R4 shifts the signal 90". R4 is adTustedso C2R3R4 = Lo, cancelling
the effect of Lo at the input to amplifier A5.
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Integrator
RR

-Comparator

Pha6e Control

To HP-IB

BCD Daia

Fig. 4. Simplified block diagram of the Model 4262A LCR Meter. Under control of the microprocessor,the circuitsfind the ratiosof therealand imaginarypartsof the voltageacrossthe DUT
with respect to the current (or vice versa), from which the device parameters can be derived.

level and charges for a fixed period of time. Voltage
e, is then applied to the phase detector input and it is
also used as the phase reference but shifted 180" to
give a negative output, which is used to discharge
the integrator.
As shown in the flow chart of Fig. 5, the microprocessor determines the time of discharge by accumulating clock pulses durifig the discharge interval, the end of discharge being indicated by the
comparator when it sensesthe return to the zero level.
The discharge time is proportional to the quadrature
part of the vector ratio erler, which is proportional to
the capacitance.
The counts accumulated during the discharge time
are stored in a register within the microprocessor.
The stored count can be used directly as the displayed
quantity in a capacitance measurement becauseof the
choice of the range resistor R* and the clock frequency (31 kHz), which eliminates the need for any

computation.
Similarly, by suitable choice of e, or e, as the phase
reference, and proper choice of the phase shift, time
periods proportional to the other measurement quantities can be obtained.
Digital Design
The microprocessor reads the keyboard, operates
the displays, the comparator and the HP-IB option,
performs the self test, and controls the many operations of the measurement cycle, such as autoranging
and the A-to-D conversion. The various measurement
routines, the comparator algorithm, the self-testprogram, and other instrument programs are stored in a
4K-byte ROM. The microprocessor is the same
control-oriented type as that used in the HP Models
3455A and 3437A Digital Voltmeters.2It uses parallel
architecture to achieve high speed but does not have a
great deal of computation capability. What little
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SPECIFICATIONS
HP Model4262ALGRMeter
C-D lnd GO MeruEmont

PARAMETERSMEASURED:C-O'or C-Q; L-O or L-Q; R/ESR.
'Loss m€asuremantmay bs disablsd by swilch on internal PC board
DISPLAY: Dual 3y2 dlgit displays;maximum roading 1999.
MEASUREMET{TCIFGUIT MODES: Serios, parallel, auto (aulomatic selection
ot appropriateequivalentckcuil mode).
M E A S U R E T E N TT E R I I I N A L S : 5 t e r m i n a l( H C U R , H p O r , L C U n , L p O t ,
GUARD).
RANGE MODES:
LCR: Autorangeand manual (up-down).
DQ: Autorangeand manual (slep).
'l
MEASUREMENT FREQUENCIES: 120 Hz (100 Hz optional), kHz, and
10 kHz !3%.
TRIGGER: Inlernal, external,or manual.
DEVIATION MEASUREMENT: whon ALCR switch is deprsssed, moasursment
valus is storgd in memory, rang€ is sot to "Hold", and display is otfsgt to zero.
Deviation is displayed as diftsrenco between stored value and subsequonl
moasur€msntdata.
OFFSET ADJUSTilENTS (Front-panel adjustments to compensato for stray
capacitanceand residual inductancsof test fixtures):
C : 0 t o 1 0 p F ;L : 0 l o I p H
SELF/TEST INDIGATORS: whsn SELF TEST lunction is seltrted, resulls of
tsst are displayed in LCF and DQ windows. Rosults are indicaled by PASS,
FAIL 1. FAIL 2. or FAIL 3.
DC BIAS:
INTERNAL:1.5V,2.2 V and 6 V r5olo,sslectabloon tronl panel.
EXTERNAL:Rear-panelinput for extarnal dc bias (0 to +40 V).
ESR MEASUREIIENTS:(Ses Fig. 2, page 19).
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ACCURACY FOF LAFGE O: Typicalaccuracissfor large D (> 2 on rangs 10.00):

CircultMode

Accuracy
t(7o ol r€adlng+ counts)

Cp Parallel soh+ (2 + 1000/Cx)
counts
cs serles

5% + (5 + cx/500)counte

Lp Parallel

5% + (5 + Lx/500)counts

Ls Seflos

5% + (3 + 200/Lx)counts

10.m Mn 6ee

ar l0kHz

'M.asuromonlranFid
(lypcal). ftse

value

1 mo lo 19 kO
EsB iston
vary eps.di@
on si.s

or induclanc.
l.st. Rdor ro Fig 2, paF
c@aclance

val!€ d d4ic€

und6r

ror adual dn96s.

MEASUREMEI{TTlmE (typical):For 1000-counlmeasuremsnl on low-loss
componsnt with rangg fixed:
'|
'f
kHz, 0 kHziClL,22G26Oms. R, 120-160ms.
120 (100)Hz: C/L, 900 ms. R, 70Oms.
When autorangs is sglgcted, the following must be addod lo the above:
1 kHz, 10 kHz:45 ms/180ms per rangostep.
120 (100) Hz: 150 ms/670 ms per range st€p.
When UNCAL lamp is lit, th6 taster ranginglim6 is selectsd.
REAOING RATE:
INT (lnternal trigger): approximatsly30 ms between snd of one
mgasuremsntcycl€ and start of next.
EXT (Ext€rnal trigger): measurementcycle is initiatod by romote
trigger input.
DfftfENSfONS:426W x 147 H x 345 O mm (16% in x 57ain x 13v4in).
WEIGHT:approximatsly
I kg (17.5 lbs).
POWER: 100/120/220Vac!1@/",240Vac +5/o-10f/o;48-66 Hz, <55 VA
with any option.
OPTIONS:
001: SimultaneousBCD outputof LCR and DQ data. 1-2-4-gBCD cod6, TTL
logic level, "1 " stato posltlvo.Alternat€BCD output may be selectedby switch
on intsrnal PC board,
004: Digital Comparator. Compargs measured value wlih high and low llmlt
switch sentngslor both LCR and DO and provldss Hlgh, In, Low comparison
outpuis. Cannot b€ used wlth Optlon 101. Comparl8onoutputs: vlgual, relay
conlacl closur€ and TTL level output.
010: 100-HzT6sl FrEquoncyInsteadot 120 Hz.
101: HP-lB data outputand ramolecontrol.
P F I C E 3 l N U . S . A . :M o d e l 4 2 6 2 A , 9 2 3 3 5 .O p t , 0 0 1 , S 2 4 0 . O p t . 0 0 4 , $ 5 8 0 .
Opt. 010, no charge.Opt. 101,S395.
ITIANUFACTURINGDtVlS|ON: YOKOGAWA.HEWLETT-PACKAFOLTD.
9-1, Takakura-cho
Hachlojl.shl
Tokyo, 192 Japan

+ counrs) ulsinddanor.ad-

oul in @unb. A@!6d€6

1(s% + 2@nE)on

Cx ls capacltanco
readoutIn counts.
Lx lBInduclance
rgadoutIn countg.
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To Other ThumbWheel Switches

_____\
--)

-----v

Fig, 6. Comparator option requires little hardware because of
the capabilitiesDrovidedbv the microprocesso/'.

arithmetic there is to be done is accomplishedmostly
by incrementing or decrementing counts stored in
registers.
The manner in which this microprocessorsystem
enablesoperating featuresto be added at little cost is
illustrated by the comparatoroption, diagrammed in
Fig. 6. Eachdigit of eachthumbwheel connectsto one
of the ten lines of the comparatordatabus by meansof
a diode. The diode cathodesfor eachswitch aretied in
common to the switch contact.When the front-panel
key is pressed,the microprocesENABLE
COMPARAToR
sor initiates a stored program that sequentially
grounds the common contacts of the thumbwheels,
and for each one senseswhich line of the data bus is
grounded.The comparatorsettingscan thus be stored
for use during subsequent measurement comparisons. This technique minimizes the amount of
hardware needed to implement the comparator
function.

I
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Fig.7. Model 4262A LCR Meter,
shown here without options, has a
frontpanel arrangementthatfacilitates manual control when manual
control is preferred to automatic
operation. With the HP-lB option
i nstalled, alI pu shbutton functi ons
are programmable through the HP
interface bus (all oDtions are field
installable).
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